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The study of the motion of flat bodies falling in a viscous
medium dates back at least to Newton1 and Maxwell2, and is
relevant to problems in meteorology3, sedimentology4, aerospace
engineering1 and chemical engineering5–8. More recent theoretical
studies9–12 have emphasized the role played by deterministic chaos,
although many experimental studies1,5–8,13,14 were performed
before the development of such ideas. Here we report experimen-
tal observations of the dynamics of disks falling in water/glycerol
mixtures. We find four distinct types of motion, which are mapped
out in a ‘phase diagram’. The apparently complex behaviour can be
reduced to a series of one-dimensional maps, which display a dis-
continuity at the crossover from periodic to chaotic motion. This
discontinuity leads to an unusual intermittency transition15, not
previouslyobserved experimentally, between the two behaviours.
Steel and lead disks with diameters d ¼ 5:1–18:0 mm and thick-
nesses t ¼ 0:076–1:63 mm were dropped in water and water/gly-
cerol mixtures from heights ranging from , 0.3 to 1m; some paper
disks were also dropped in air, as discussed later. This combination
of disk sizes and densities, and fluid viscosities, allowed us to explore
a very large region of parameter space. Several different types of
motion were observed (Fig. 1).
We now consider the system parameters that determine the type
of motion observed. There are five material parameters: the disk
diameter d, thickness t and density r, as well as the fluid density rf
and kinematic viscosity n. From these five, three independent
dimensionless ratios13 may be formed. The first is the dimensionless
moment of inertia I¬ ¼ Idisk=rf d
5 ¼ prt=64rf d. For small I
p, we
expect the effects of the fluid to be important; at large Ip the moment
of inertia of the disk dominates. A second dimensionless quality is
the Reynolds number Re ¼ Ud=n, where U is the mean vertical disk
velocity. Finally, for the disks we consider here, the quantity t/d is
small, and we expect therefore that this ratio plays no role in the
discs’ dynamics.
To investigate the dependence of the disks’ behaviour on two
dimensionless parameters Ip and Re, we have dropped a large
number of disks and visually characterized their motion as ‘steady
falling’, ‘periodic oscillating’, ‘chaotic’ or ‘tumbling’. We may then
plot a ‘phase’ diagram, indicating the behaviour of a disk as a
function of I¬ and Re (Fig. 2). Also plotted on this diagram are data
from refs 13 and 14, which agree quite well with ours. We note that
there is a well defined boundary between each regime. This implies
that the two dimensionless quantities I¬ and Re do in fact
characterize a disk/liquid combination.
Mapping out a phase diagram by direct observation allows a
compact overview of the disks’ behaviour. However, it does not give
us any physical insight as to why the disks fall as they do. To explore
this question more fully, we have performed direct video imaging of
the trajectories of disks as they fall. From such images, it is possible
to obtain the two cartesian coordinates of a disk’s centre in the
vertical plane perpendicular to the direction of observation, as well
as the direction in space of the symmetry axis of the disk. The
cartesian coordinate parallel to the direction of observation, and the
angle of rotation around the symmetry axis, could not be recorded.
A simple analysis of this motion would seem difficult, then, as the
disk has six degrees of freedom, of which we record four.
We have found it possible to describe this complex behaviour by a
simple one-dimensional map. The single variable required is the
angle v between the disk’s normal and the vertical. To understand
this, imagine dropping a disk from rest in a fluid, starting at an angle
v0. As seen in Fig. 1a, the disk will glide downwards and to the side,
level off, and then begin to tilt in the other direction. Just when it has
reached the extremum of its motion (indicated by the arrow in Fig.
1a) the disk is at a well-defined final angle vf. As the motion is
deterministic, this final angle vf must be a function f of its initial
conditions—the initial angle equalling v0 and the other coordinates
and velocities being zero. Thus, it must be true that vf ¼ f ðv0Þ.
We may now ask the question as to whether this final angle vf may
serve as the initial angle vi for the next oscillation, with the next vf
determined from the same mapping f as above. This will be possible
to the extent to which this angle alone completely specifies the initial
conditions, even for a disk which has fallen quite far. How might this
be so? At an extremum (Fig. 1) the angular velocities are essentially
zero. So, too, are the horizontal translation velocities. The vertical
velocity, although not zero, very rapidly reaches a terminal value
which is about the same for all subsequent extrema. Certainly the
disk’s centre-of-mass coordinates are irrelevant if we consider the
fluid to be infinite. We also expect from symmetry considerations
that effects of rotations around the disk’s axis will be small. Thus, the
only relevant disk coordinate is the angle v between the disk’s plane
and the horizontal.
The effect of the inifinite degrees of freedom of the fluid is, of
course, much more difficult to consider. A detailed study of the fluid
dynamics as the disk approaches a given vf would undoubtedly
reveal vortex shedding, turbulence and other complex motion.
Without knowing the details of the motion of the fluid, however,
we can imagine that for a repetitive motion like the periodic
oscillation of a disk, the motion of the fluid in the vicinity of the
disk also repeats itself. Thus, we can consider the fluid motion to be
included in our description of the state of the system, which we
describe by the single variable vf. This state is still determined by the
previous vi, even though it is determined by extremely complicated
dynamics. We can thus think of f(vi) as a single-valued function, and
can map it out empirically.
This idea of including the fluid dynamics in some variable which
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ostensibly describes the disk is not a novel one. For the related case of
a body moving in an ideal fluid, Kirchhoff showed (see, for example,
ref. 9) that the equations of motion for such a body can be written so
that the infinite degrees of freedom of the fluid are eliminated; they
still influence the body dynamics by way of the added mass tensor,
whose elements depend only on the shape of the body.
In Fig. 3, we show eight experimental iteration maps of vf versus
vi, for several disk/liquid combinations. Maps shown in Fig. 3a–d
correspond to those points in the phase diagram of Fig. 2 labelled a–
d. We see that the latter form a vertical slice in phase space which
cuts from the periodic-oscillation region of low I¬ through the
boundary with the chaotic region of higher I¬. The progression of the
Figure 1 Trajectories of falling disks, obtained by
imaging from the side using a video camera; the
digitized images were measured, and computer-
drawn images are shown. One side of each disk is
drawn white, the other black. a, Steady-falling
regime observed at lower Reynolds’ numbers (Re):
a disk, dropped with any initial orientation, quickly
settles down to a steady fall with horizontal orienta-
tion. The arrow represents an extremum of motion.
b, Periodic-oscillating motion observed at higher Re
and low dimensionless moment of inertia I¬. Such
disks oscillate with a well-defined period, again
settling into this pattern after initial transients have
died down. c, Chaotic motion found when both Re
and I¬ are moderately large. Typically, a disk in this
regime will begin to oscillate with larger and larger
amplitude until its angle is so high that it actually
flips over. It then tumbles several times and then
suddenly jumps back to oscillating behaviour. The
number of tumbles and time between tumbling
behaviours appear to the eye to be random. The
disk may also suddenly change its overall direction
of motion. d, Tumbling motion found at very large I¬.
Here, the disk turns continuously end-over-end
while drifting in one direction.
Figure 2 Phase diagram showing the dynamical behaviour of the
disks as a function of the two parameters I¬ (dimensionless moment
of inertia) and Re (Reynold’s number). Filled symbols represent disks
with steady falling or chaotic behaviour, and open symbols periodic
or tumbling behaviour. Grey symbols represent cases judged to lie
on the border between two regimes. The lettered points, enlarged for
clarity, correspond to iteration maps shown in Fig. 3a–h.
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maps indicates how this change in dynamical behaviour proceeds. In
Fig. 3a we see that, near an angle of about v0 < 608, the map cuts
across the diagonal line vf ¼ vi with a slope less than one. v0 thus
represents a stable fixed point, and the motion will always settle
down to periodic oscillations with an extremum angle of about 608.
As we increase I¬, we come to point b in Fig. 2, which is near the
border between periodic and chaotic behaviour. In the iteration map
of Fig. 3b, we see that there appears to be a stable fixed point,
although it is very near to 908. Thus, at the end of each oscillation, the
disk is nearly vertical, and is quite near to actually flipping over.
Increasing I¬ further, we come to point c in Fig. 2, which is now
clearly in the chaotic region. The map (Fig. 3c) no longer crosses the
diagonal, so there are no fixed points. Instead, a disk dropped with
any initial angle very rapidly increases its successive angles until
v > 908. We see from the map, however, that there is no final angle
defined for initial angles greater than about 808; for initial angles
greater than this the disk will actually flip over. We find that it then
tumbles several times; this number is unpredictable. The disk is then
suddenly reinjected into the map at some low angle v, and the
process begins again. This progression from oscillations near a fixed
point to chaotic behaviour has been termed intermittency15. Finally,
for larger I¬ (Fig. 3d), the map is very far from the diagonal line, and
the motion is strongly chaotic. Oscillation angles rapidly build
towards 908, and the disk alternates rapidly between tumbling and
oscillating. We have schematically indicated this complicated tum-
bling behaviour by the rapidly fluctuating curve for v ) 678 in Fig.
3d. A similar route to chaos is observed when taking horizontal slices
through the phase diagram, as in e–h in Fig. 2, corresponding to
maps shown in Fig. 3e–h.
Pomeau and Manneville classify three types of intermittency
depending on the way fixed points become unstable15. Most experi-
mental systems exhibiting intermittency appear to be of one of these
three types. This classification, however, does not cover maps that
are not differentiable around fixed points16. Here, a fixed point can
lose its stability by colliding with a discontinuity in the map. After
passing the point of discontinuity, the iteration is reinjected
‘stochastically’ into the laminar region. We observe this ‘type V’
intermittency in our experiments.
As we enter the chaotic regime, a discontinuity indeed develops in
the map (Fig. 3c, d) at that value of vi ¼ vc which yields vf ¼ 908. For
vi . vc, the disk will tumble several times before being reinjected at
some angle less than vc. As this tumbling is deterministic, we expect
that the map still exists—but is extremely complicated—for angles
vi . vc. This part of the map is shown schematically in Fig. 3d as a
rapidly fluctuating line. In this sense the map is essentially discon-
tinuous at vc.
We now turn to the continuous tumbling regime, observed at
very large values of I¬. This regime cannot be analysed in the same
way as the previous three, as the disk never comes to rest and hence
no values of vi are defined. It is not clear if this tumbling behaviour is
periodic in nature. The analysis of Maxwell (see, for example, ref. 17)
indicates that this might be so; however, direct video observation on
lead disks shows some departure from periodicity (Fig. 1d). Also, the
velocity of a tumbling disk’s centre of mass can vary by large (,60%)
amounts from the mean value, in an apparently unpredictable
manner14. These two observations suggest that the rotational
period in the tumbling regime is not constant. It is thus possible
that the tumbling regime is also characterized by chaotic dynamics,
although we have no definitive information on this point. We note
that it is possible to access some extremely high values of I¬ using
paper disks in air, which has a very low value of rf ; to the eye, at least,
the rotational period of such disks appears constant. It is therefore
possible that at very high values of I¬ there is another periodic
tumbling regime. M
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Figure 3 Iteration maps of falling disks, constructed as follows. A disk was
dropped from rest with some initial angle v0. From the resulting digitized motion, a
sequence of angles at the extrema of motion was measured. Each angle serves
as an initial angle vi for the next final angle vf. By starting out at several different
values of v0, a rather wide range of angles could be mapped out. To avoid
transients, we did not include the initial angle from which the disk was dropped at
rest in constructing these maps, making small initial angles sometimes difficult to
achieve—the angle after even the first iterationwas often already large. Sequence
a–d represents a roughly vertical slice through I¬ –Re space, and e–h a horizontal
slice. The curves are guides to the eye. The diagonal dashed lines of slope one
meet the curves at the fixed points where vf ¼ vi .
